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A Private conservation initiative on Lake Superior



Since 1986 approximately 2km of shoreline
and 730 acres of Lake Superior watershed
have been protected, despite MNDM efforts
to drive property owners off “inactive
claims”. Unfortunately, instead of modeling
responsible private land stewardship, we
demonstrate how to butt heads with the
Ministry of Mines.  We are determined to
maintain the superior water quality of the
Eastern Shore.



Snapping Baselines

Sharing Information and Inspiration with Photo Point Monitoring
By

C. Bayne & G. Browne



Thoreau likened the degradation of Nature
to the tearing of pages from great literature.

With photo point monitoring we keep our
collective memory vivid with illustrations and
augment all other forms of environmental
monitoring. The ability of pictures to
document and persuade makes them a
powerful tool for calling to account and for
halting the downward slide of baselines.





Who has not returned to a favourite
view or cherished spot!





Unconsciously and without training we
record important data.





Are we not moved to preserve for
posterity, particularly that which we

perceive to be threatened?





Changes in flowering time, air quality,
foliage change, ice formation, are

readily observed in context.





Photo point monitoring systematizes. Add dates to
these casual shots and they become scientifically

useful and can enhance and support citizen
science programs such as NatureWatch.

Throughout history amateur observers have made
valuable contributions to various fields of study.





Cameras are now so ubiquitous they have
hybridized with cell phones! Both the public
and the equipment are sophisticated
enough to be easily recruited to
environmental monitoring. This example of
an existing interpretive site shows potential
for conversion to photo point monitoring.
With a few simple improvements, including
instructions and an invitation to participate it
could be turned into a fascinating temporal
study.





Unless we are engaged in science simply to
play better brinksmanship with the
environment we can’t afford to waste any
opportunity to engage the public.  How
much more interesting could you have
made the Reclamation Panorama with
some seasonal colour or a better vantage
point?



Green Creek
August 7, 2005 15:32h
Camera 1: Nikon D70
Focal length: 18mm



The Ontario Benthos Biomonitoring Network
suggests (as do most other aquatic
monitoring protocols), a photograph of the
stream reach under study. BayNiche is a
certified participant and uses photo point
monitoring to compliment and corroborate
data. Use your powers of observation to
compare the following shots. Note labels
which provide vital stats.



Green Creek
October 8, 2005 15:03h
Camera 1: Nikon D70
Focal length: 18mm



Required information on field sheets
includes; riparian vegetative community,

right and left bank; substrate, dominant and
second dominant; organic matter; and water

course characterization.



Green Creek
January 6, 2006 15:49h
Camera 1: Nikon D70
Focal length: 18mm



In addition to seeing the above data in
context you may note flushing flows and the

deposition of woody debris, which are
helpful in explaining population anomalies

which could occur.



Green Creek
April 13, 2006 13:06h
Camera 2: Nikon D100
Focal length: 18mm



Involving volunteers in stream sampling,
however desirable, is a logistical challenge.
Photo point activity can engage volunteers

independently in providing snapshots of
environmental conditions to augment the

regular sampling schedule.



Visual data can easily be
converted to numerical as

in the case of canopy
cover.



Green Creek, Replicate 1, 92% canopy cover, July 19, 2005 15:09h



A simple grid facilitates calculation of
percent values. Fredrick Hall, of the Pacific
Northwest Forestry Service, is THE source
for more than you ever thought of asking

about photo point monitoring and analysis.





To reach a wider population and prove our
theory that photo point is easy and fun we
set out to establish a public/private site.

The view is of Theano Point, another area,
privately owned but for a 300ft. band of

shoreline, which is at risk of mining activity.
The reconnaissance mission to this highway
pull off at Alona Bay promptly illustrated the

importance of location, location, location!
Though wheelchair accessible the spot was

also favoured by semi-trailer drivers...



February 4, 2005  16:02h

Note the ice!





The relocation permitted use of an existing
post as a camera support and subsequent

conversion to digital format camera
eliminated the need for signage (see

Fredrick Hall) used for archival reference.
Date: Site: Camera Number: etc.



Point Photo Point A, February 22, 2005 13:11h
Alona Bay/Theano Point
Camera 1: D70
Focal length: 50mm

Note the ice now!



The sport of geocaching grew out of a
marketing ploy for Global Positioning
System units and good old-fashioned

orienteering skills.  The game is to find a
cache using GPS co-ordinates listed on

www.geocaching.com .  This site was set
up as a traditional hidden cache.





The cache includes a large panorama which, for
interest sake, will be changed seasonally to
present a view contrasting to the real time one.
The instructions for photographing the panorama
are printed with pictures of points of interest and
interpretive information. The notch illustrated is
featured as the starting point for the panorama as
well as being the location for a second
photopoint. This point-within-a-point is a common
wrinkle in the game. Multiple copies of the
instruction sheet are included so that the tradition
of “something taken, something left” is also
respected..





The logbook is an essential part of the
cache and provides instant feedback! Some

simply sign in, possibly with a short
comment as did “Rebel”. Others give

indication of having taken photos to send
us. This cache is hidden in plain sight and
so is listed as a site where some stealth is
required…lest muggles (non-geocachers)

riffle the cache.





Now capped the blue pipe serves both as
camera support and weather proof hiding

place.



Great celebrations ensued when the first
shots taken by a perfect stranger were
emailed to us and the panorama was

assembled and archived with our others.
Even more thrilling will be the first time a
stranger sends us GPS coordinates for a
photopoint of their creation! It will be a

good indication that they have found a new
way to look at their surroundings and
possibly that new values have been

internalized.



April 23, 2006  10:00h

May 21, 2005 13:10h

June 1, 2005 11:40h

Photo courtesy: Greg Barton



Picasa 2 is a powerful but easy to use tool
for image handling which is available as a
free download from Google. The general

public can maintain an archive of their own
photos as well as make them available to

others over the internet. Sharing
information and inspiration has never been

easier.





Photopoint has a place within any science
program which purports to involve the
public. For minimal cost and training,

participants can share valuable information
and personal inspiration. With a little

imagination photopoint can be incorporated
into parks and trail systems and stimulate
the development of a caretaker philosophy
to replace that which drives the consumer

society.



Useful links and more Alona
panoramas

www.bayniche-conservancy.ca/bayniche035.htm



To contribute comments, photopoint
GPS coordinates or pictures, use

PHOTO in the subject line and email
to:

photo@bayniche-conservancy.ca



Thank you
www.bayniche-conservancy.ca


